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The industry
leaders are
transforming
their
companies to
Cognitive
Enterprises…
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Culture of agile innovation

Culture

Skills

Ecosystem of business platforms

Industry
platforms

Transaction
platforms

Cognitive-enabled enterprise workflows

Decision
processes

Front-office
processes

Back-office
processes

Exponential technologies

Artificial
Intelligence

Blockchain

Automation

Fueled by data

Licensed data

Proprietary data

Public data

Next-generation applications

Custom

Legacy

Secure hybrid multi-cloud infrastructure

Public

Private

Ways of working

Internet of
Things

5G

API-enabled
applications

Cloud native

Digital

On-premise

Security

The Cognitive
Enterprise –
A big
opportunity
for finance &
controlling
functions

CFO Agenda
1. Execute Strategy
•

Execute Strategy

2. Drive growth
•
•

Drive
growth

Reduce
costs

Manage
risks

•

•
•

Data
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Reduce costs across the enterprise
Streamline and digitize finance operations

4. Manage risks

Anticipate and respond to competitive
disruption
Identify and assess risks

5. Provide insights
•
•
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Grow revenue from existing business
Identify and evaluate organic growth
opportunities
Identify and evaluate merger and acquisition
opportunities

3. Reduce costs
•
•

Provide Insights

IBM’s Global C-suite Study series draws on 15 years of
research with over 40,000 interviews

Take an active role in the strategic direction
of the enterprise

Integrate data across the enterprise
Produce analytics that enhance enterprise
performance

What are the
Leaders doing
better
Curate proprietary data
actively to capitalize on
opportunities for
monetization or
competitive advantage
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Re-engineer workflows
to use cognitive
capabilities, with
technologies to deliver
where and when needed

Reinvent the workforce
proactively, creating a
knowledgeable, agile,
collaborative and
empowered team
to lead the organization
into the future

Reinventor CFOs
Aspirational
CFOs.

We have
identified a
small group
of CFOs who
excel at
using data as
a strategic
asset

Low value from
data and
low integration

Builder
CFOs.

Medium value
from data and
low integration

Explorer
CFOs.

Either high value
from data or
high integration

Torchbearer
CFOs.

High value from
data and high
integration

High

Torchbearer
CFOs

8%

Explorer
CFOs

Creating value
from data

21%

Builder
CFOs

51%

Aspirational
CFOs

20%

Low
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Low

Integrating business and data strategy

High

By 2030 all
low-end
transaction
work will be
automated and
existing roles
will shift to
intelligence
work. New
roles will
emerge…
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…as well as
new, digital coworkers
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The core of the Cognitive GBS means
changing how the work is being done by
leveraging the data (internal and external),
Intelligent Workflows driven by the
exponential technologies, and the pools of
employee expertise across the company.

Simultaneously
transforming
their processes
From process
services to data
services using
Intelligent
Workflows
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Transformation of the processes into
intelligent workflows will enable a
company to move from process
services to the data driven services and
focusing on delivering proactive, datadriven insights to the clients while
increasing efficiency and effectiveness

Reengineer the Workflows

Intelligent
Workflow
Micro-services
include:

Re- designing
the way we
work
Intelligent
Workflow –
Lead to Cash
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Key
Outcomes

AI-powered workflow
and data models

§ Data Doctor for order validation
§ Cognitive collections BPM
§ Virtual agent for inquires from
customer and sellers (internal)

Automation

Digital Workers for Order Processing,
Billing & Cash Applications

Interface

Unified interface with integrated virtual
agent

Lead to Order

Order to Invoice

Invoice to Cash

30-40%

100%

15-20%

75%

95%

60-70%

reduction in cycle time;
order receipt/hand off

reduction in
abandonment

billing accuracy reducing
revenue leakage

touchless processing

Days Sales Outstanding
(DSO) reduction

process efficiency

Up to 50%
increase in customer
satisfaction

With a virtual end-to-end data models, intelligent automation, and
artificial intelligence - the process becomes self-operated and
triggered at moments of impact.

We have also
applied IW for
our IBM
processes &
increased
operational
savings by
40%
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HUMAN

FRIENDLY
AUTOMATED

As a founding member of Human Friendly Automation Initiative, we
also take care of the impact of automation on the workforce.

Exponential
Technologies

Description

User experience

Cognitive
Data
Ingestion

Collects, prepares, and
distributes data from end
to end

No need to validate and
manually populate data to
the system anymore

Intelligent
Router

Pushes the right tasks to
the right workers at the
right time

Work is automatically
divided fairly based on
workload and skills

Guides users to efficiently
complete tasks on their
own

A user has exactly what
they need instead of
chasing down information

Cognitive
Advisor

Surfaces insights at
moments of impact to
optimize decision making

Recommendations
empower the user with
options for processes

Digital
Worker

Executes tasks and endto-end transactions

Repeatable, monotonous
tasks are now handled by
a Digital worker

Virtual
Data
Engine

Accesses data from backend systems then
integrates into workflows

No more time wasted
searching for data – it is
democratized in one place

Virtual
Agent

Master Data

Credit Management

7% 4%

21%

Order Management
17%

55%
3%

89%

§ Gemeinsam mit der Siemens AG,
Audi AG, verdi, Deutsche Telekom

Collections

Billing and Invoicing
3%

Dispute Management

8%

8%
36%

74%
23%
56%

38%

Cash Application
21%
5%
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81%

24%

74%
Automated Tasks Augmented Tasks

Manual Tasks

54%

An example Cognitive Assistant for Cash Collection implemented
in our own processes and by our clients. It uses AI and ML
solutions to give suggestions on the next best step in collection
process. A collector is given specific advice by AI each day which
customer to call in order to increase the chance of collection.

We use cash
Collection
Advisor to
Improve DSO
and Collection

Global Telecom Company
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Overview &
AI Based Next Best Acction

Enhanced data includes key information regarding shipments
status which minimizes proof of delivery disputes
Consolidated scheduled product delivery visibility
Upfront tax rate validation

We use a
blockchain in
dispute
management
since 2016
$ 100 M/yr
Savings

<10 days
dispute
resolution
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Advanced analytics for optimized disputes management

We use IBM
Enterprise
Performance
Management
with embedded
Intelligent
Workflows and
advanced AI &
analytics
capabilities

Intelligent
workflows that
simplify the
management
system
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Advanced AI and
analytics
capabilities that
enable faster
analysis of
performance

integrating finance,
sales, and other
enterprise data

Chairman
and SVPs
Business Advisors &
Analysts

Delivery Project
Executive

EPM Built on:
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Single source of truth

General
Manager

Sellers

IBM Db2
Warehouse on Cloud

Self-serve, drilldown capabilities,
dashboards and
reporting

Secure to the core
on IBM Cloud

Yesterday

Intelligent
Workflows are
Manual tools and limited use of
executed
predictiveby
capabilities
multiMultiple disparate systems
disciplinary
squads

Work is segmented by task, generating
silos

Task-focus work, lacking consistency

Training and skill-sets focused on
systems and tools
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Workflow

Business Outcomes Org
Intelligent workflows
Today
Lean Squads aligned to
executed by multiBusiness
Management System
E2E workflows
executed by multidisciplinary
squads
disciplinary squads

Brand A

Brand B

Brand C

Performance Insights Org
Squads aligned to Business
Knowledge and Processes
Group 2

Group 1

Data Science and Tech
empowers decisions,
Data Science & Tech empowers decisions,
Technology automates processes
automates processes

Data

Agile

Skills

Brand D

Single trusted source of
data,
self-serve
Single
trusted source of data, self-serve
dashboards
dashboards

Brand E

Brand F

Group 3

Squads manage a
Squadsfunnel,
managedrive
a common funnel, drive
Data Science and Technology Org
common
continuous improvement
Dedicated team within finance focused on data science,
continuous improvement
AI, analytics, data solutions, and data management
Cross-functional
Cross-functionaland
and business-model
business
model-based
based skills
within Squads
skills within Squads
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We continue to transform
Co-create:
Envision the future

Co-execute:
Iterate to MVP

Co-operate:
Scale to market

The Garage
Journey.

VIRTUAL MEETING

IDEATION & BRAINSTORMING
MURAL

100 % Virtual

TEAM COLLABORATION

SLACK

SHARED REPOSITORY
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SKETCH.IO

AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

